ATTENTION MARINERS: COVID-19 NOTICE #4

PRIOR TO ENTERING SAINT PAUL HARBOR ALL VESSELS MUST:

- Seek approval from the Harbormaster at (907) 907-546-3140 or VHF Channel 16.
- Submit travel plan or protocol that the business submitted to the Alaska Department of Commerce, Community and Economic Development pursuant to Health Mandate 010 or 012, and to City of Saint Paul via email to: sncovid19@stpaulak.com.
- Provide plan for quarantining personnel that develops a fever, cough or shortness of breath (collectively “Symptoms”) while on Saint Paul Island.
- Present plan for how vessel intends to provide for medical evacuation of its personnel.
- Provide proof of screenings for all vessel personnel for Symptoms a minimum of 48 hours (“Health Screening”) prior to entering Saint Paul Island; any personnel manifesting Symptoms during screening is prohibited from entering Saint Paul Island.

UPON ENTRY, CRAB POTS, GROCERIES, FUEL, AND WATER:

- The City of Saint Paul shall require a Health Screening (if reasonably available), and prohibit personnel who manifest Symptoms from staying on Saint Paul Island.
- All personnel are required to wear face coverings as recommended in Health Alert 010.
- All personnel are required to remain on the vessel while docked. Under no circumstances shall personnel leave the vessel except with prior permission of the Harbormaster. Exception will be limited to:
  - Life and safety emergencies.
  - Approved medical appointments at the Saint Paul Health Center.
  - Loading of crab pots for crab fishing vessels. Crew on the docks loading crab pots are required to wear face coverings and not allowed to leave the immediate dock area.
- Access of all personnel to grocery stores, gas stations, and other essential facilities or services is prohibited.
  - Groceries can be ordered by calling the Aleut Community Store at 907-546-2209.
  - Vessels can request fuel or water by contacting City Marine Sales at 907-546-4087/4057 or VHF Channel 79. Or for fuel only contact TDX Services at 907-444-6015/6115 or VHF Channel 8.
- All personnel must comply with State Health Mandate 010, including the requirement to self-quarantine for 14 days upon arrival once they arrive. Such personnel may do so at their work location.
- Vessels permitted entry remain subject to existing health mandates and further regulation as reasonably necessary to protect the health and safety of Saint Paul residents.

VESSELS WITH EMERGENT MEDICAL OR MECHANICAL NEEDS:

In addition to the above requirements, vessels that have emergent medical or mechanical needs may enter the port but must adhere to the following protocol:

- If not already in harbor then:
  - Follow procedures in the above sections of this notice.
  - Follow all instructions given by Saint Paul Department of Public Safety personnel (police officers, EMS personnel, harbormaster).
  - Identify last port of call name and date, last crew change, any sick crew members and symptoms, patient symptoms and care provided to date.
- If already in harbor then:
  - Contact the harbormaster for mechanical needs at 907-546-3140 or VHF Channel 16.
  - Contact the Saint Paul Health Center for medical needs at 907-546-8300 or Public Safety at 907-546-3130.

The City WILL NOT ALLOW ENTRY to anyone that is presumptive positive or POSITIVE FOR THE CORONAVIRUS.

Failure to follow order may result in civil and criminal penalties.
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